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Roland Friedrich and John McKay
Abstract
Here we extend the algebro-geometric approach to free probability, started in [17,
13], to general (non)-commutative probability theories. We show that any universal
convolution product of moments of independent (non)-commutative random variables
defined on a graded connected dual semi-group is given by a pro-unipotent group
scheme. We show that moment-cumulant formulæ have a natural interpretation within
the theory of homogeneous Lie groups, which we generalise for the present purpose,
and are given by the log and exp map, respectively. Finally, we briefly discuss the
universal role of the shuffle Hopf algebra.
1 Introduction
D.-V. Voiculescu [37, 39, 40] in the 1980s, when he solved the one-dimensional addition
and multiplication problem for free random variables introduced the R- and S-transform,
based on Lie theoretic methods, in order to linearise the problems. He showed that in
each case the space of distributions becomes an infinite-dimensional complex Lie group
and [37] that the R-transform for the additive convolution turns Cn into a commutative
algebraic group, given by homogeneous polynomials. However, these aspects of his work
and understanding stayed rather in the background for a long time in free probability.
Recently methods from Lie theory outside of his work have become important. M. Mastnak
and A. Nica [26] in their pioneering study of Voiculescu’s S-transform, used Hopf alge-
braic techniques and considered infinitesimal characters in order to linearise the boxed
convolution, which they found possible in the one-dimensional case.
K. Ebrahimi-Fard and F. Patras [8] in their work on the combinatorics of free cumulants
became also aware of the relation moments and cumulants have with Lie groups and Lie
algebras.
Previously, F. Lehner [23] described moment-cumulant formulae in detail but only discov-
ered presently [24], while doing explicit calculations, that the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
(BCH) series appear in the formulæ relating moments and cumulants.
Again, independently, M. Schu¨rmann [33] communicated that he has found that the
(BCH)-series appears in all probability theories and is finite.
Our approach to free probability theory was originally driven by several key observations,
motivated by J. McKay’s programmatic work on the Monster [27], and started to evolve
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with [14, 15], where we established a link between Voiculescu’s [39] S-transform and com-
plex cobordism. This naturally involved Hopf algebras and formal group laws but also
combinatorial models such as the necklace polynomials [15].
Subsequently, we showed [12, 17] that the language of affine group schemes and formal
groups perfectly relates with the combinatorial foundations of free probability, as first
discovered by R. Speicher [35] and then co-developed with A. Nica [30]. In particular,
we clarified several open questions by using arguments from Lie theory [17]. So, e.g.,
we determined the “cumulants of the free cumulants” in order to prove that the boxed
convolution cannot be linearised in dimensions strictly greater than one. A particularly
important result of [17] is that the convolution groups arising in free probability are pro-
unipotent, i.e., have pro-nilpotent Lie algebras. We continued our investigations of this
beautiful subject and showed [13] that a generalised version of the theory of homogeneous
Lie groups can be applied.
The theory of real homogeneous Lie groups was originally conceived by E. Stein [36] and
then further developed and extended in the monograph by A. Bonfiglioli, E. Lanconelli
and F. Uguzzoni [5], which we use as our base reference on the subject. We show that
its algebraic foundations are fully embeddable into the theory of formal groups over fields
of characteristic zero. Curiously enough, we do not find this connection in the literature
with formal groups as in, e.g. [18]. On the other hand, this link shows the possible scheme-
theoretic significance homogeneous and Carnot groups themselves might have.
In the present article we extend our previous algebro-geometric approach to the theory
of non-commutative probability with its different notions of independence, by building on
the foundational algebraic-probabilistic work of M. Schu¨rmann [32], A. Ben Ghorbal and
M. Schu¨rmann [1, 2] and U. Franz [11], who categorified it later. A central role is played
by co-groups [3, 4, 9, 38, 41], also called dual groups by D. Voiculescu [38] and H-algebras
by J. Zhang [41].
Let us now give a brief description of the content of the paper. We start by introducing
co-groups and free products and apply it to construct group representations for non-
commutative algebras, parallel to the well known theory which involves commutative Hopf
algebras. Then we discuss the fundamental notion of independence and universal products
within the framework of quantum probability, also called non-commutative probability as
it generalises classical probability. We then apply this theory to convolutions of moment
series and establish several results. In particular we show how each probability theory
gives rise to (smooth) formal groups and to commutative Hopf algebras which are not
necessarily co-commutative.
One remarkable result in this section is the “decomposition formula” for the multiplicative
free convolution of moments, Theorem 3.10, which states that it is a linear superposition of
the multiplicative boolean, monotone and anti-monotone convolutions plus mixed terms.
In particular, this demonstrates the rich structure free independence has.
In the next section we introduce homogeneous formal groups and show how to embed the
theory of real homogeneous Lie groups into the theory of formal groups. We establish
a general theorem which states that any finite-dimensional real homogeneous Lie group
defines a smooth k-group, where k is an extension field of the rational numbers, obtained
by adjoining at most finitely many real numbers. We close this section by introducing the
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general notion of a Carnot k-group which might be considered as the algebraic-geometric
version of a Carnot group.
In the final part of the article we give a unified discussion of all known moment-cumulant
formulæ from the perspective of homogeneous Lie groups. We do this by first recalling the
notion of the boxed convolution and the R-transform in free probability and show that
the respective formulæ correspond to co-ordinate changes, given by the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff series, which in our case are polynomial as a consequence of the underlying
pro-unipotent group structure. One particular result is that cumulants are well-defined
only up to a linear isomorphism given by an unipotent matrix, and taking “cumulants of
cumulants” requires a “gauge choice” depending on the properties one wishes to preserve,
e.g. such as probability measures. We show this in detail for the free additive and
multiplicative convolution.
We end this article by briefly recalling the universal role the shuffle Hopf algebra plays
within the theory of unipotent group schemes and its relation with free nilpotent Lie
algebras.
Let us make the following remarks. We do not use the Schu¨rmann functor [[32] p. 348]
or [[1] p. 539] in order to derive some of our statements for graded connected dual groups
but prefer to work with the “raw data” instead. Theorem 5.5 is related to it but with a
different emphasis and phrasing.
Even though our results have immediate implications for non-commutative probability,
and could be applied to other objects, e.g. quantum stochastic processes, we shall not
pursue it further here.
Finally, the Lie groups we are considering here are affine. If one would instead consider
topologically non-trivial Lie groups whose points are moments, the notion of cumulants
would only be local.
1.1 Conventions
Let k be a field of characteristic zero. We denote by Algk the category of associative
k-algebras, by uAlgk the category of unital k-algebras and by cAlgk the category of
commutative unital k-algebras. For R P cAlgk we denote byAlgR, uAlgR and cAlgR the
correspondingR-algebras. For R an integral domain over k, we let Rˆ be the multiplicative
group of units, i.e. invertible elements of R. We let N “ t0, 1, 2, 3, . . . u and N˚ :“ Nzt0u.
Although most statements we present hold for algebras over an integral domain R over
Q, most of the time we shall restrict ourselves to k.
2 Co-groups
General references for this section are [1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 19, 21, 32, 38, 41].
Let us start with the following motivation. In [14, 15] we found a relation between free
probability and complex cobordism. Now let us consider CW complexes X,Y for which
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the Ku¨nneth theorem states, cf. e.g. [19],
HnpX ˆ Y ; kq –
à
i`j“n
HipX; kq bHjpY ; kq
which at the level of generating series yields
pXˆY ptq “ pXptqpY ptq.
For independent, classical, random variables X,Y the moment formula states
mnpX ` Y q “
à
i`j“n
mipXq bmjpY q
which gives for the generating series
pX`Y ptq “ pXptqpY ptq.
The cartesian product ˆ for topological spaces, plays the role of the sum ` for “inde-
pendent” random variables, and which in both cases permits to calculate the combined
quantity out of the “marginal distributions”.
The common task is to reconstruct the complete quantity from the marginal knowledge.
The underlying concept is a notion of independence with respect to an “universal product”.
The notion of a co-group (in a general category) appeared in 1962 in the work of B.
Eckmann and P. Hilton [9]. It was followed by I. Berstein [4], who used the term co-group.
D. Voiculescu [38] introduced the notion of dual groups in his work on pro-C˚-algebras
and free independence. Again motivated by algebraic topology, J. Zhang [41], developed
the theory of H-algebras in general categories. In particular his theory extends concepts
from affine group schemes, which rely on commutative Hopf algebras, to non-commutative
algebras, i.e. the H-algebras. The book on the subject, with additional references, is [3].
The importance ofH-algebras and dual groups for algebraic probability theory was realised
by M. Schu¨rmann [32] and then further developed with A. Ben Ghorbal [1, 2] in order to
construct quantum Le´vy processes on dual groups.
Definition 2.1. A category C which posseses an initial object K P ObjpCq, and such
that for any two objects A,B P ObjpCq the co-product A > B P ObjpCq exists, is called
algebraic.
In an algebraic category, for all A P C, there exists a unique morphism µA : A > A Ñ A,
the multiplication, which satisfies µA ˝ ι1 “ idA “ µA ˝ ι2, and a unique homomorphism
ηA : KÑ A, called the unit.
We have the canonical isomorphism ιA : AÑ A>Kp– K>Aq with inverse ιA>η : A>KÑ
A, as shown below:
A
ι1 //
idA ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
A >K
id1 >η

K
η
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
ι2“ηoo
A
Let Ai, Bi P ObjpCq, i “ 1, 2. For C-morphisms f : A1 Ñ A2 and g : B1 Ñ B2 we define
f \ g :“ pιA2 ˝ fq > pιB2 ˝ gq : A1 >A2 Ñ B1 >B2
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with ιA2 and ιB2 the respective inclusion morphisms. For f1, f2 P HomCpA,Bq we have,
by universality,
f1 > f2 “ µA ˝ pf1 \ f2q : A > AÑ B
The canonical isomorphism τ12 : A1 > A2 Ñ A2 > A1 is given by
A2 >A1
A1 ι1
//
ι12
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
A1 >A2
τ12
OO
A2ι2
oo
ι11
dd❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
Definition 2.2. Let C be an algebraic category. A co-group or H-algebra in C is given
by a quadruple pB,∆, ε, Sq, consisting of an object B P ObjpCq and three C-morphisms
∆ : B Ñ B >B, the co-product, ε : B Ñ K, the co-unit and S : B Ñ B, the antipode,
which satisfy
pidB \∆q ˝∆ “ p∆ \ idBq ˝∆ : B Ñ B >B >B
pid\ εq ˝∆ “ ι1, pε\ idq ˝∆ “ ι2
µ ˝ pS \ idq ˝∆ “ η ˝ ε “ µ ˝ pid\Sq ˝∆
The triple pB,∆, εq is called an H0-algebra or dual semi-group.
Further, in an algebraic category we have ε ˝ η “ idK, as
K
η“idK   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
η // A
ε

K
commutes.
Definition 2.3. Let pB,∆, ǫq be an H0-algebra in C and f, g P HomCpB,Aq. The convo-
lution of f and g is given by
f ‹ g :“ pf > gq ˝∆ “ µ ˝ pf \ gq ˝∆ (1)
As was shown, cf. [38, 41], pHomCpB,Aq, ‹, η ˝ εq is a ‹-multiplicative monoid with unit
η ˝ ε.
In the categories Algk and uAlgk, the initial objects are t0u, which is also the terminal
object in Algk, and k, respectively. Both are algebraic, with the co-product given by the
free product of algebras and the amalgamated free product of unital algebras.
Let
A2 :“
8ď
n“1
tǫ P t1, 2un, ǫi ‰ ǫi`1, i P N
˚u
be the set of alternating sequences in two letters of the form ǫ “ pǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫnq. For
A1, A2 P Algk the free product is given, up to isomorphism, by
A1 > A2 “
à
ǫPA2
Aǫ “
à
ǫPA2
Aǫ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAǫn (2)
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with Aǫ “ Aǫ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAǫn , and the multiplication by
pa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq ¨ pb1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bnq :“
#
a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pam ¨ b1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bn if ǫm “ ǫ
1
1
a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am b b1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bn if ǫm ‰ ǫ
1
1.
for a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am P Aǫ and b1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bn P Aǫ1 with ǫ, ǫ
1 P A2.
Let A˜ :“ k1‘ pA1 >A2q denote unital k-algebra which one obtains by adjoining a unit 1.
There is a natural extension of algebra morphisms defined on A1 >A2 to the unital case.
2.0.1 Amalgamated free product
The free product in the category of unital algebras is the amalgamated free product.
For A1, A2 P uAlgk let
J :“ xι1p1A1q ´ ι2p1A2qy (3)
be the two-sided principal ideal in A1 > A2, generated by ι1p1A1q ´ ι2p1A2q. The quotient
space
A1 >1 A2 :“ pA1 > A2q
L
J
is an k-algebra with unit 1 “ r1A1s “ 1A1 ` J “ r1A2 s “ 1A2 ` J .
For A P uAlgk we shall assume A to be augmented, i.e., there exists a direct sum
decomposition
A “ k1A ‘ A¯
with A¯ Ă A a sub-algebra. Equivalently, there exists an unital algebra morphism ε : AÑ
k, the augmentation map, with A¯ “ kerpεq. For A1, A2 P uAlgk we have
A1 >1 A2 – k1‘ pA¯1 > A¯2q
2.1 Power series and functors
For s P N˚ consider the alphabet rss :“ t1, . . . , su with its natural order. A word w
is a finite sequence pi1 . . . inq of elements ij P rss. Let rss
˚ denote the set of all finite
words, including the empty word H. rss˚ is countable and lexicographically ordered. Let
rss˚` :“ rss
˚zH, and for n P N, let rss˚n :“ tw P rss
˚ | |w| ď nu and prss˚`qn :“ tw P
rss˚` | 1 ď |w| ď nu, respectively.
The set rss˚ is a monoid with the multiplication given by concatenation of words, i.e.
pi1 . . . inqpj1 . . . jmq :“ pi1 . . . inj1 . . . jmq, and unit 1, corresponding to the empty word H.
For n P N˚, the length |w| of a word w “ pi1 . . . inq is n and otherwise |H| “ 0.
For s ě 2 and R P cRingk, let Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy be the set of formal power series in s
non-commuting variables tx1, . . . , xsu with R-coefficients and Rxx1, . . . , xsy the subset of
non-commutative polynomials.
We denote by Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy` the set of power series without constant term and by
Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy1 the power series with constant term 1.
For i ă j we let xi ă xj and consider the induced lexical ordering on words.
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To every word w “ pi1 . . . inq P t1, . . . su
n, n P N˚, corresponds a monomial
xw :“ xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xin with ij P t1, . . . , su for j “ 1, . . . n,
and to the empty word the unit, i.e. xH :“ 1R.
A generic power series f “ fpx1, . . . , xsq with R-coefficients can be written as
fpx1, . . . xsq “
ÿ
wPrss˚
αwxw,
where aw or api1...inq denotes the coefficient of xw. Alternatively, we write fw for the
coefficient of xw.
For s ě 2, Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy is a non-commutative algebra with unit. We have the canonical
isomorphisms:
Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy – HomRpRxx1, . . . , xsy, Rq “ pRxx1, . . . , xsyq
˚
Rxx1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , ysy – Rxx1, . . . , xsy >1 Rxx1, . . . , xsy
In particular, ι1pxiq ` ι2pxiq “ xi ` yi and ι1pxiqι2pxiq “ xiyi, for the embeddings ι1 and
ι2.
For s P N˚, R P cAlgk let
GspRq :“ tpr1, . . . , rs, . . . , rw, . . . q | ri P R
ˆ, i P rss, rw P R for |w| ě 2u,
Gs`pRq :“ tp11, . . . , 1s, . . . , rw, . . . q | rw P R for |w| ě 2u,
2.1.1 Non-commutative rings
For A P uAlgk and s P N
˚, let a, b P As, i.e. a “ pa1, . . . , asq, b “ pb1, . . . , bsq. We define
a` b :“ pa1 ` b1, . . . , as ` bsq and a ¨H b :“ pa1b1, . . . , asbsq. Then pA
s,`, 0q is an abelian
group with unit 0 “ p0, . . . , 0q and pAs, ¨H, 1q a generally non-commutative multiplicative
monoid with unit 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q.
We shall represent pAs,`q and pAs, ¨Hq for general A P uAlgk as convolution (semi)
groups. We use the analog of primitive elements first.
Proposition 2.1 ([32]). kxxya :“ pkxx1, . . . , xsy,∆a, εa, Saq is a co-group if we define for
all i P rss :
∆apxiq :“ ι1px1q ` ι2pxiq
εapxiq :“ 0
Sapxiq :“ ´xi
and ∆ap1q :“ 1R, εap1q :“ 1R and Sap1q :“ 1.
Let us give the H0-algebra which represents pA
s, ¨H, 1q. We note that it is related to [32],
Example 2); indeed we could consider formal Laurent series. This is the analog of group-
like elements.
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Proposition 2.2. kxxym :“ pkxx1, . . . , xsy,∆m, εmq is an unital H0-algebra if we define
for all i P rss:
∆mpxiq :“ ι1pxiqι2pxiq (4)
εmpxiq :“ 1R
and ∆mp1q :“ 1R and εmp1q “ 1R.
Proof. For a word w “ xi1 . . . xin we have ∆mpwq “ ∆pxi1q ¨ ¨ ¨∆pxinq “ xi1yi1 . . . xinyin .
pε\ idq ˝∆mpxiq “ pε\ idqpι1pxiqι2pxiqq “ pε\ idqpι1pxiqlooooooomooooooon
“1
pε\ idqpι2pxiqlooooooomooooooon
“xi
“ xi
pid\εq ˝∆mpxiq “ pid\εqpι1pxiqι2pxiqq “ pid\εqpι1pxiqlooooooomooooooon
“idpxiq
pid\εqpι2pxiqlooooooomooooooon
“1
“ xi
For a P As we define the unital algebra morphism ja : kxx1, . . . , xny Ñ A, xi ÞÑ ai.
Proposition 2.3. For A P uAlgk, the following isomorphisms hold for the convolution
(semi)-groups
pAs,`, 0q – HomuAlgkpkxxya, Aq and pA
s, ¨H, 1q – HomuAlgkpkxxym, Aq.
The unital algebra morphisms
ja`bpxi1 . . . xinq “ pai1 ` bi1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pain ` binq
ja¨Hbpxi1 . . . xinq “ ai1bi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ainbin
are representable as
ja`b “ ja > jb ˝∆a
ja¨Hb “ ja > jb ˝∆m
Proof.
ja`bpxi1xi2 . . . xxnq “ pai1 ` bi1qpai2 ` bi2q . . . pain ` binq
pja > jbq ˝∆apxi1xi2 . . . xinq “ pja > jbqpι1pxi1q ` ι2pxi1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pja > jbqpι1pxinq ` ι2pxinqq
ja¨Hbpxi1xi2 . . . xxnq “ pai1bi1qpai2bi2q . . . painbinq
pja > jbq ˝∆mpxi1xi2 . . . xinq “ ja > jbpι1pxi1qιpxi1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ja > jbpι1pxinqι2pxιnqq
“ ja > jbpι1pxi1qqja > jbpι2pxi1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ja > jbpι1pxinqqja > jbpι2pxinqq
3 Universal products and quantum probability
Here we recall basic facts but also extend some of the previous results from [1, 2, 11, 21, 32].
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3.1 Universal products
Definition 3.1 ([1, 2, 34]). Let Ai P Algk, ϕi P HomkpAi, kq, i P t1, 2, 3u. The universal
product of k-linear functionals is a map
‚ : HomkpA1, kq ˆHomkpA2, kq Ñ HomkpA1 >A2, kq,
which satisfies:
UP1 pϕ1 ‚ ϕ2q ‚ ϕ3 “ ϕ1 ‚ pϕ2 ‚ ϕ3q, (associative)
UP2 pϕ1 ‚ ϕ2q ˝ ι1 “ ϕ1 and pϕ1 ‚ ϕ2q ˝ ι2 “ ϕ2,
UP3 for ji P HomAlgkpCi, Aiq, i “ 1, 2, pϕ1 ˝ j1q ‚ pϕ2 ˝ j2q “ pϕ1 ‚ ϕ2q ˝ pj1 \ j2q :
C1 > C2 Ñ k.
There exist five different universal products which satisfy the above requirements, as shown
by R. Speicher [34] and N. Muraki [29], namely the tensor pTq, free pFq, boolean pBq,
monotone pMq and anti-monotone paMq product. Subsequently, A. Ben Ghorbal and
M. Schu¨rmann [1, 2] classified them.
The universal product is commutative if
ϕ1 ‚ ϕ2 “ pϕ2 ‚ ϕ1q ˝ τ12, (5)
where τ12 is the canonical isomorphism previously introduced. Equivalently we have the
commutative diagram
A1 > A2
τ12

ϕ1‚ϕ2 // k
A2 > A1
ϕ2‚ϕ1
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
The tensor, free and boolean product are commutative cf. [34, 1].
We shall be also interested in the situation where A1 “ A2, and therefore both ϕ1 and ϕ2
are defined on A1 and A2. Then ϕ1 ‚ϕ2, ϕ2 ‚ϕ1 P HomkpA1 >A2, kq but ϕ1 ‚ϕ2 ‰ ϕ2 ‚ϕ1
as maps A1 > A2 Ñ k even though they commute in the sense of (5).
For A1, A2 P Algk, ǫ “ pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq P A2, we use the abbreviated notation a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am :“
a1 b a2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am P A1 >A2, cf. (2). For a subset I Ă t1, 2, . . . ,mu, we denote by
ś
iPI ai
the algebra product of the ai, taken in the same order as they occur in a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am. E.g.
for m “ 5 and I “ p2, 3, 5q we have
ś
iPI ai “ a2a3a5 and
ś
iRI ai “ a1a4. We note that
contractions might occur, namely if two consecutive elements are from the same algebra.
Definition 3.2 ([34, 29]). For k-linear functionals f P A˚1 , g P A
˚
2 , the tensor ‚T, free
‚F, boolean ‚B, monotone ‚M, and anti-monotone product ‚aM, are given in co-ordinates,
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recursively in the free case, by
f ‚T gpa1a2 . . . amq “ f
˜ ź
i;ǫi“1
ai
¸
g
˜ ź
i;ǫi“2
ai
¸
f ‚F gpa1a2 . . . amq “
ÿ
IĹt1,...,mu
p´1qm´|I|`1f ‚F g
˜ź
iPI
ai
¸ź
iRI
ϕǫipaiq
with f ‚F g
˜ź
iPH
ai
¸
:“ 1, ϕǫi :“ f , ǫi “ 1, ϕǫi :“ g, ǫi “ 2, recursively
f ‚B gpa1a2 . . . amq “
˜ ź
i;ǫi“1
fpaiq
¸˜ ź
i;ǫi“2
gpaiq
¸
and the two discovered by N. Muraki:
f ‚M gpa1a2 . . . amq “ f
˜ ź
i;ǫi“1
ai
¸ ź
i;ǫi“2
gpaiq
f ‚aM gpa1a2 . . . amq “
ź
i;ǫi“1
fpaiq g
˜ ź
i;ǫi“2
ai
¸
Let us give the following instructive example. We have
f ‚M gpx1y1x2y2q “ fpx1x2qgpy1qgpy2q ‰ fpx1qfpx2qgpy1y2q,
in general, i.e. the monotone product is not commutative and similarly for the anti-
monotone product in both senses.
For k-vector spaces V,W letW Ă V and f : V Ñ k be a linear functional. Then f induces
on the quotient space V {W , a well-defined linear functional rf s if and only if f |W ” 0.
It was shown, cf. [1] that for tensor and free independence the universal product vanishes
on the ideal J , cf. (3), and hence gives rise to a well-defined linear functional on the
amalgamated free product. However, this is not true for boolean, monotone and anti-
monotone independence, as e.g. f ‚B gpxp1x ´ 1yqxq “ fpxxq ´ fpxq
2 ‰ 0 in general.
Let us note, that in the category Algk, we have ε ” 0 for any H0-algebra.
Definition 3.3. Let pB,∆, εq be an H0-algebra in C, where C is Algk or uAlgk, K “ 0
or “ k, respectively, and ‚ an universal product. The ‚-labelled convolution is the map
‹‚ : HomCpB, kq ˆHomCpB, kq Ñ HomCpB, kq
which for ϕ1, ϕ2 P HomCpB, kq is given by
ϕ1 ‹‚ ϕ2 :“ pϕ1 ‚ ϕ2q ˝∆ : B Ñ k.
The following is an extension of [32] and [1, 2] where the original statement was for dual
semi-groups in Algk.
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Proposition 3.1. Let pB,∆, 0q be an H0-algebra in Algk. pHomkpB, kq, ‹‚, 0q is an
associative, ‹‚-multiplicative monoid with unit 0.
If pB,∆, εq is an H0-algebra in uAlgk then pHomk,1pB, kq, ‹‚, εq is an associative ‹‚-
multiplicative monoid with unit ε for tensor and free independence.
For the monotone and anti-monotone product, ε is the right, respectively, left neutral
element.
Let us give a detailed proof for the unit.
Proof. Recall from Section 2 the identities ε ˝ η ˝ ε “ ε, pidA > ηq ˝ ιA “ idA and ιA ˝
pidA > ηq “ idA>K (note that we use A instead of B).
Then, cf. the commutative diagram below, we have:
f ‹‚ ε “ pf ‚ εq ˝∆ “ ppf ˝ idA ˝ idAq ‚ pε ˝ η ˝ εqq ˝∆
“UP3 pf ‚ εq ˝ pidA\ηq ˝ pidA\εq ˝∆
“ pf ‚ εq ˝ pidA\ηq ˝ ι1 “ pf ‚ εq ˝ ι1 “UP2 f
k
A
ι1 //
f
<<①①①①①①①①①
A > A
f‚ε
OO
A
ι2oo
ε
bb❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋
A ι1
„ //
idA
OO
A > k
idA\ η
OO
k
ι2oo
η
OO
A
idA
OO
∆
// A > A
idA\ ε
OO
A
ι2oo
ε
OO
3.2 Independence and moment series
We introduce now the central notion of “independence”. A categorification was given by
U. Franz [11], which we shall currently not use.
Definition 3.4. A non-commutative k-probability space is given by a pair pA,φq
with A P uAlgk and φ P Homk,1pA, kq, i.e. φp1Aq “ 1k. An element a P A is called a
non-commutative random variable.
Definition 3.5. Let pA,φq be a non-commutative k-probability space and B1, . . . , Bn P
uAlgk. A family j1, . . . , jn of (unital) algebra morphisms ji : Bi Ñ A, is independent
with respect to fixed universal product ‚, if
φ ˝ pj1 >1 ¨ ¨ ¨ >1 jnq “ pφ ˝ j1q ‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‚ pφ ˝ jnq : B1 >1 ¨ ¨ ¨ >1 Bn Ñ k (6)
holds.
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Let us introduce the sequence pmnqnPN of moment forms. These are k-multilinear n-
forms, given by m0p1q :“ 1, and
mn : A
bn Ñ k, mnpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq :“ φpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq, n P N
˚.
For a “ pa1, . . . , asq P A
s, the joint moment series Ma is the formal power series
Ma1,...,aspx1, . . . , xsq :“
ÿ
nPN
ÿ
1ďi1ď¨¨¨ďinďs
mnpai1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ainqxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xin
in the non-commuting variables x1, . . . , xs, cf. [30].
In what follows next we shall be mainly interested in the additive and multiplicative
convolution of moment series. We recall that kxxx1, . . . , xsyy – pkxx1, . . . , xsyq
˚.
For f, g P kxxx1, . . . , xsyy1 we define the ‚-labelled convolutions for the co-products ∆a
and ∆m, respectively:
f ‹‚,a g :“ pf ‚ gq ˝∆a,
f ‹‚,m g :“ pf ‚ gq ˝∆m.
For the free case we introduce the following specific notations:
‘V :“ p´ ‚F ´q ˝∆a, bV :“ p´ ‚F ´q ˝∆m. (7)
For a word w “ xi1 . . . xim let w¯ :“ yi1 . . . yim be the “conjugate” word and define the
following operations on words:
ww¯ :“ pxi1 ` yi1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxim ` yimq “ w ` w¯ `mixed terms,
w ¨H w¯ :“ xi1yi1 . . . ximyim.
We have ww¯ “ w¯w, i.e. ww¯ is symmetric with respect to xi Ø yi.
This can be shown by induction. For u “ x ` y we have u “ u¯. Let us assume that
ww¯ “ w¯w. Then ww¯u “ ww¯x` ww¯y “ w¯wx` w¯wy “ w¯wu¯.
For a word u in the sum ww¯, abbreviated as u P ww¯, let u|x and u|y denote the sub-word
consisting of xi and yi only.
Every word u P rx1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yss
˚
` can be written as an alternating sequence of xi-
or yi-sub-words, i.e. u “ v1v2 . . . vℓ with either vi P rx1, . . . , xss
˚
` or vi P ry1, . . . , yss
˚
`,
1 ď ℓ ď |u|.
For I Ă t1, . . . ,mu and u “ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vm, we define, analogously as previously, the restriction
to I as u|I :“ vi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vi|I| with ij P I.
Let Xw, Yw be commuting variables indexed by w P rss
˚
`, and set X :“ pXwqwPrss˚` and
Y :“ pYwqwPrss˚` . We assign to Xw and Yw the homogeneous degree degpXwq :“ degpwq.
To start with, we shall assume, degpwq “ |w|, i.e. degpxiq “ 1, for all i P rss.
Proposition 3.2. For tensor and boolean independence, G‚a :“ pkxxx1, . . . , xsyy`, ‹‚a , 0q
is an abelian group with unit 0. G‚a is given by a commutative, |w|-homogeneous polyno-
mial group law F‚apX,Y q, with
F‚,apf, gqw “ pf ‹ gqw
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for f, g P G‚a , and
FT,apX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw `
ÿ
uPww¯
u‰w,w¯
Xu|x ¨ Yu|y
FB,apX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw `
ÿ
uPww¯
u‰w,w¯
p
ź
vǫiĂu
i,ǫi“1
Xvǫi q ¨ p
ź
vǫiĂu
i,ǫi“2
Yvǫi q
Proposition 3.3. For monotone and anti-monotone independence, G‚a is a non-abelian
group and it is given by a polynomial group law F‚apX,Y q which is |w|-homogeneous.
FM,apX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw `
ÿ
uPww¯
u‰w,w¯
Xu|x ¨ p
ź
vǫiĂu
i,ǫi“2
Yvǫi q
FaM,apX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw `
ÿ
uPww¯
u‰w,w¯
p
ź
vǫiĂu
i,ǫi“1
Xvǫi q ¨ Yu|y
Proof of Proposition 3.2. For w “ pxi1 . . . ximq we have
∆apwq “ ∆apxi1q ¨ ¨ ¨∆apximq “ pxi1 ` yimq ¨ ¨ ¨ pxim ` yimq
“ xi1 . . . xim ` yi1 . . . yim ` tmixed words in xi and yju
“ ww¯
which as a whole is symmetric in xi and yi. Further, for every summand u P ww¯ we have
degpuq “ |w| “ m.
Associativity of the convolution pf ‹‚,a gq‹‚,ah “ f ‹‚,a pg‹‚a hq implies associativity of the
corresponding formal group law F pF pX,Y q, Zq “ F pX,F pY,Zqq. As the neutral element
is 0 for ‹‚,a it gives F pX, 0q “ X “ F p0,Xq.
The existence of the inverse follows from the properties of a formal group law, cf. e.g. [18].
The expressions for F‚apX,Y qw follow directly from Definition 3.2. The symmetry in the
commuting variables X and Y follows from ww¯ “ w¯w.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The demonstration for the group laws is analogous to the pre-
vious one. The non-commutativity follows from considering e.g. w “ xi1xi2xi3 and the
fact that the terms Xi1i3Yi2 and Xi2Yi1Yi3 break the xi Ø yi symmetry.
Proposition 3.4. pkxxx1, . . . , xsyy`,‘V , 0q is an abelian group. The commutative group
law
FF,apX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw `
ÿ
uPww¯
u‰w,w¯
pf ‚F gqpuq
is given by homogeneous polynomials of degree |w|.
Proof. We proceed by induction over the length of the alternating sequence. Let un :“
v1v2 . . . vn, with degpunq “ degpv1q ` degpv2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` degpvnq.
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For u4 “ v1v2v3v4 we have
f ‚F gpv1v2v3v4q “ fv1v3gv2gv4 ` fv1fv3gv2v4 ´ fv1fv3gv2gv4
and each summand is homogeneous of degree degpu4q “ degpv1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` degpv4q.
For n Ñ n ` 1, let un`1 “ v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnvn`1 and I Ă t1, . . . , n, n ` 1u with |I| “ n. The
maximal expressions, i.e. without any contractions, are v1v2 . . . vn and v2v3 . . . vn`1. For
these we have
degpf ‚F gpv1v2 . . . vnqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“degpv1q`¨¨¨`degpvnq
ϕǫn`1pvn`1qloooooomoooooon
“degpvn`1q
q “ degpun`1q
where ϕǫn`1 “ f , for ǫn`1 “ 1, and ϕǫn`1 “ g, for ǫn`1 “ 2, and similarly for degppf ‚F
gqpv2v3 . . . vn`1qϕǫ1pv1qq “ degpun`1q. For the other subsets I with |I| ď n and which
give non-maximal expressions, we have by the induction hypothesis,
degpf ‚F gpun`1|Iq
ź
iRI
ϕǫipviqq “
ÿ
iPI
degpviq `
ÿ
iRI
degpviq “ degpun`1q
Commutativity can be shown again by induction.
Finally, the existence of the inverse follows again from the definition of a formal group.
3.2.1 Multiplicative convolution of independent moments
We recall that εm “ 1 :“ p1, 1, 1, . . . q, cf. (4). and we use w “ pxi1 . . . ximq.
Proposition 3.5. pRxxx1, . . . , xsyy1, ‹T,m, εmq is an abelian monoid with unit εm and
component-wise multiplication, i.e.
pf ‹T,m gqw “ fw ¨ gw.
Proof. The statement follows directly from f ‹T,m gpwq “ f ‚T gpxi1yi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ximyimq “
fw ¨ gw.
Proposition 3.6. pRxxx1, . . . , xsyy1, ˝, 1q with ˝ “ ‹M,m or “ ‹aM,m, is a non-commutative
semi-group (magma) with right, respectively left unit 1. The ˝-multiplication is given
component-wise, i.e.
pf ‹M,m gqw “ fw ¨ gi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gim ,
pf ‹aM,m gqw “ fi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fim ¨ gw.
We consider now the multiplicative convolution of moments in the case of free indepen-
dence. The following identities, which one obtains by applying the recursive definition,
will be useful later:
f ‚F gpxi1yi1xi2yi2xi3q “ fi1i2i3gi1gi2 ` fi1i3fi2gi1i2 ´ fi1i3fi2gi1gi2 (8)
f ‚F gpxi1yi1xi2yi2xi3yi3q “ fi1i2i3gi1gi2gi3 ` fi1fi2fi3gi1i2i3 ` fi1i3fi2gi1i2gi3 (9)
´fi1i3fi2gi1gi2gi3 ` fi1i2fi3gi1gi2i3 ´ fi1fi2fi3gi1gi2i3
´fi1fi2i3gi1gi2gi3 ´ fi1fi2fi3gi1i2gi3 ´ fi1i2fi3gi1gi2gi3
`fi1fi2i3gi1i3gi2 ´ fi1fi2fi3gi1i3gi2 ` 2fi1fi2fi3gi1gi2gi3
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Proposition 3.7. pkxxx1, . . . , xsyy1,bV , 1q is a multiplicative monoid. For s “ 1, it is
abelian and for s ě 2, in general, non-abelian.
Proof. The monoid structure is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1. Equation (9) is
not symmetric with respect to generic choices of f and g. Consider the word aba and let
fa “ fb “ ga “ gb “ 1 and gaa ‰ gab ‰ gba.
Commutativity for s “ 1 is shown by induction.
The generalisation of D. Voiculescu’s results [37, 39] for moments to higher dimensions is
given by
Proposition 3.8. pGspkq,bV , 1q is multiplicative group. The group law is given by uni-
versal polynomials QwpX,Y q with integer coefficients and which satisfy:
• QxipX,Y q “ XiYi, for i P rss.
• QwpX,Y q is homogenous of degree |w| in both the X- and Y -variables.
• QwpX,Y q “ XwYi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Yim `Xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨XimYw ` Q˜wpXu, Yv : |u|, |v| ă |w|q for |w| ě 2.
The inverse f´1 of f , with respect to bV , is recursively given by
f´1w “ f
´1
i1
¨ ¨ ¨ f´1im
´
1´ fwf
´1
i1
¨ ¨ ¨ f´1im ´ Q˜wpfu, f
´1
v , |u|, |v| ă |w|q
¯
. (10)
The first two expressions for the inverse (10) are
f´1i “
1
fi
,
f´1i1i2 “
1
fi1fi2
ˆ
2´
fi1i2
fi1fi2
˙
.
Proof. We have to unwind the recursive definition of the universal free product.
In every step we have words w ¨H w¯ “ xi1yi1xi2yi2 . . . ximyim of length 2m as input.
For the value of the index I “ m, the expression splits into w and w¯ such that we obtain
f‚Fgpwq
śm
j“1 gpyij q “ fw
śm
j“1 gij and symmetrically f‚Fgpw¯q
śm
j“1 fpxijq “ gw
śm
j“1 fij
by using the universal property UP2 in Definition 3.1.
As the unit is 1, the number ν of fw’s or gw’s in the sum has to be odd with alternating
signs.
We show that ν “ 1.
Let us assume that ν ě 3. There is no term of the form fwgij ikg... so every term which
contains fw has to be equal to fwgi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gim . Namely, in order to have a giiik , because
of the alternation of x- and y-variables, one of the xij has to be left out, but this is not
compatible with the requirement of having fw, i.e. to use all the xij . Therefore in the
alternating sum just one term remains.
Hence Q˜wpfu, f
´1
u , |u| ă |w|q contains no terms of the form fwgij ikg... and so the recursive
procedure to solve for gw is well-defined.
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Proposition 3.9. For f, g P Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy1 we have:
pf bV gqw “ fwgi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gi|w| ` fi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fi|w|gw ` p´1q
|w|´1C|w´1| ¨fi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fi|w|gi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gi|w|
`tmixed terms in fu and gv with 2 ď |u| ă |w| or 2 ď |v| ă |w|u,
where C|w| is the |w|th Catalan number.
Proof. This a consequence of Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 5.14.
The following formula gives a decomposition of the multiplicative free convolution and
shows that it is a linear superposition of the multiplicative Boolean, monotone and anti-
monotone convolutions plus mixed terms.
Theorem 3.10. The multiplicative free convolution of moments has the following canon-
ical decomposition:
pf bV gqw “ pf ‹M,m gqw ` pf ‹aM,m gqw ` p´1q
|w|´1C|w´1| ¨pf ‹B,m gqw
`tmixed terms in fu and gv with 2 ď |u| ă |w| or 2 ď |v| ă |w|u,
where C|w| is the |w|th Catalan number.
4 Homogeneous formal groups
We start with the outline of a generalisation of the theory of real homogenous Lie groups
[5, 36]. We show that it naturally embeds into the theory of unipotent affine group schemes
and formal groups. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to homogeneous Lie groups with
integer weights and fields of characteristic zero.
The fundamental fact underlying this section is Lazard’s Theorem [22], which states
that an affine algebraic group is (pro)-unipotent. Dually, a connected (pro)-unipotent
algebraic group is an affine variety.
References for this section are [5, 6, 7, 18, 28, 36].
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, R P cAlgk a commutative k-algebra and N P N
˚
a fixed positive integer. We use X “ pX1, . . . ,XN q and Y “ pY1, . . . , YN q as sets of
commuting variables.
Definition 4.1. Let G :“ GpRq :“ pRN , ˝q have the structure of a (Lie) group. The
group GpRq is called a homogeneous (Lie) group of integer weight, if it satisfies the
following conditions:
• there exists an N -tuple of positive integers σ “ pσ1, . . . , σN q with 1 ď σ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď σn,
such that
• every scaling operator δλσ : R
N Ñ RN , λ P Rzt0u, given by
δλσ pX1, . . . ,XN q :“ pλ
σ1X1, . . . , λ
σNXN q,
defines an automorphism of G.
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We denote by pRN , ˝, δλσ q a homogenous (Lie) group, as defined above.
Proposition 4.1. The family of scalings tδλσuλ‰0 defines a commutative monoid of au-
tomorphisms of GpRq, i.e. for all X,Y P RN we have δλσpX ˝ Y q “ pδλσXq ˝ pδλσY q,
δλσ1 ˝ δλσ2 “ δλσ1 ¨λσ2 and δ1R as the identity.
The statements in [[5], Chapter 1.3], can naturally be embedded into the theory of formal
groups.
Theorem 4.2. Every homogeneous (Lie) group structure p˝, δλσ q on R
N is given by a
formal group law F pX,Y q “ pF1pX,Y q, . . . , FN pX,Y qq over R, which satisfies
1. FjpX,Y q P RrX,Y s, for j “ 1, . . . , N , i.e. it is polynomial,
2. FjpX,Y q “ Xj`Yj`QjpX1, . . . ,Xℓpjq, Y1, . . . , Yℓpjqq where Qj is a polynomial func-
tion containing only mixed X- and Y -monomials; and the maximal possible index
ℓpjq satisfies ℓpjq ď j ´ 1 and σℓpjq ă σj, for j “ 2, . . . , N .
3. Fj is δλσ -homogeneous of degree σj, i.e. Fjpδλσ pXq, δλσ pY qq “ λ
σjFjpX,Y q, and
therefore QjpδλσX, δλσY q “ λ
σjQjpX,Y q, for all λ ‰ 0.
4. The Lie algebra LpF q corresponding to the group law F pX,Y q is nilpotent of step
ď σN .
For α “ pα1, . . . , αN q P N
N set |α|σ :“ xα, σy :“ α1σ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αNσN and assign Xj the
homogeneous degree |Xj |σ :“ σj. A monomial X
α “ Xα11 ¨ ¨ ¨X
αN
N has σ-homogeneous
degree |Xα|σ “ |α|σ.
Let A0pRq :“ R and AnpRq :“ spanRtX
α : α P NN with |α|σ “ nu, and for the empty
condition we set AnpRq :“ t0u.
Then RrX1, . . . ,XN s “
À
nPNAn and Ai ¨ Aj Ă Ai`j.
On generators Xj the co-product ∆ is given by the formal group law
∆pXjq :“ Xj b 1` 1bXj `QjpX1 b 1, . . . ,Xℓpjq b 1, 1bX1, . . . , 1bXℓpjqq. (11)
Then ∆pXjq Ă
Àσj
i“0Ai bAσj´i and ∆pAnq Ď
Àn
j“0Aj bAn´j hold.
This defines the structure of a graded connected commutative bialgebra, and hence of a
commutative Hopf algebra with the antipode given recursively, cf. e.g. [25].
Theorem 4.3. Let GpRq “ pRN , ˝, δλσ q be a real homogeneous Lie group. The group
GpRqis representable by a graded connected Hopf algebra krX1, . . . ,XN s, where k :“
Qpα1, . . . , αnq, αi P R, is a field extension of Q, and with the co-product given by (11),
i.e.
SpecpkrX1, . . . ,XN sqpRq “ GpRq.
The extension field Qpα1, . . . , αnq depends on finitely many real coefficients of GpRq. The
associated smooth group scheme is unipotent.
Remark 4.4. The above is an alternative proof for real homogeneous Lie groups being
nilpotent. In the present context, the coefficients are all integer and so nothing has to be
adjoint.
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For the theory of hypo-elliptic operators and sub-Riemannian geometry, cf. e.g [5], Carnot
groups are of special importance.
Definition 4.2. An n-step Carnot group G is a simply connected Lie group whose Lie
algebra g has an n-step stratification, i.e. g “ V1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vn such that rV1, Vjs “ Vj`1
for 1 ď j ď n´ 1, and rV1, Vns “ t0u.
Definition 4.3. We call a smooth formal group homogeneous if its co-multiplication is
homogeneous with integer weights. We call it Carnot if the Lie algebra of the associated
formal group law can be stratified.
The following strict inclusions hold: Carnot Ă homogeneous Ă unipotent.
The notion of pro-homogeneous formal groups naturally exists, i.e. the projective limits
of homogeneous formal groups, as in every finite degree the operations are polynomial.
5 Moment-Cumulant formulæ
5.1 Boxed convolution and the R-transform
A. Nica and R. Speicher [30] introduced the n-dimensional “boxed” convolution and the
R-transform, which uses multi-dimensional free cumulants, and which constitutes an
extension of R. Speicher’s [35] previous foundational work. We briefly recall here both
concepts in a slightly generalised form. The standard reference for the subject is the
book [30].
Let R P cAlgk, s P N and w P rss
˚. The projection Xw onto the wth component is
defined by
Xw : Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy Ñ R , f ÞÑ Xwpfq :“ aw,
which R-linearly assigns to a power series f its wth coefficient aw. Let π “ pV1, . . . , Vrq P
NCpnq be a non-crossing partition, composed of r ě 1 blocks, with Vj “ pv1, . . . , vmq Ď rns
and ordered as 1 ď v1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vm ď n. The Kreweras complement [20] of π is denoted
Kpπq. For a word w “ pi1 . . . inq the restriction of w onto Vj, is given by
w|Vj :“ pi1 . . . inq|Vj :“ piv1 . . . ivmq P t1, . . . , su
m.
Definition 5.1. Let f P Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy`, w P rss
˚
` and π P NCpnq, both as above. There
exists an operator Xw|π : Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy` Ñ R, given by
Xw,πpfq :“
ź
VjPπ
Xw|Vj pfq ,
with Xw|Vj as in (5.1), and the product taken in R with respect to ¨R. The comple-
mentary operator Xw,Kpπq is obtained by replacing the non-crossing partition π by its
Kreweras complement Kpπq.
Definition 5.2. Let R P cAlgk. The boxed convolution b, is a binary operation
Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy` ˆRxxx1, . . . , xsyy` Ñ Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy`,
pf, gq ÞÑ f b g,
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which for every word w “ pi1, . . . , inq and n P N
˚ satisfies:
Xwpf b gq “
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
Xw,πpfq ¨R Xw,Kpπqpgq.
The following result is due to A. Nica and R. Speicher.
Proposition 5.1 ([30]). pGspRq,bq, 1GspRq is a group with neutral element 1GspRq “
1Rx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1Rxs. For s “ 1 it is abelian and for s ě 2 non-abelian.
Let us use the notation p1s, 0q :“ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
sˆ1R
, 0, 0, 0, . . . q “ 1GspRq.
TheMoebius series Moeb, is the b-inverse of the constant series Zeta :“ 1, and therefore
it satisfies
ZetabMoeb “ p1s, 0q “ MoebbZeta . (12)
Its combinatorial meaning is fundamental in the approach to free probability as developed
by A. Nica and R. Speicher, cf. [[30], p.280].
Definition 5.3. For f P Rxxx1, . . . , xsyy and w P rss
˚
`, we call
κwpfq :“ pf b Moebqw (13)
the |w|th free cumulant of f , and the formal power series
Rpfq :“ f b Moeb (14)
the R-transform of f .
Remark 5.2. The above definitions basically encode the fundamentalmoment-cumulant
formulæ in the combinatorial approach to free probability, cf. [30].
5.2 Co-ordinate changes and Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
Within the theory of (pro)-unipotent group schemes, the known moment-cumulant for-
mulæ, related to the different notions of independence, find a natural explanation. In fact,
they are direct consequences of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff-formula (BCH).
In [17] we introduced the point of view that moments and cumulants are different co-
ordinates on the groups related to free convolution.
The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) series defines a group law ˝BCH on the Lie
algebra g, which for nilpotent Lie groups is polynomial, cf. [5, 6, 28]
X ˝BCH Y “ X ` Y `
1
2
rX,Y sg `
1
12
prX, rX,Y sgsg ` rY, rY,Xsgsgq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ X,Y P g.
For homogeneous Lie groups on G :“ pRN , ˝, 0q we use for the Lie algebra g the Jacobian
basis, cf. [5].
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For x P G, let Lx :“ x ˝ y be the left-translation by x and JLxpaq :“
BLxpyq
By paq the Jacobi-
matrix at a. The Jacobian basis Jg of g is given by the columns of the Jacobian matrix
of Lx at the origin, i.e.
Jg :“ JLxp0q.
Then according to [[5], pp. 53-55], the diagram below commutes
pkN , ˝, δλq
LOG
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
log

pg, r , sδλq
Jacobian basis BCH
//
pkN , ˝BCH, δλq
Jacobi
co-ordinates
where LOG :“ BCH ˝ log is an isomorphism of homogeneous Lie groups.
5.2.1 Additive case
Let N :“ Nps, nq :“ #prss˚`qn be the number of words w P rss
˚
` with 1 ď |w| ď n.
Theorem 5.3. The abelian groups pkN , ‹‚,a, 0q, induced by tensor, free and boolean in-
dependence, are homogeneous of degree σw “ degpwq. Each of them is isomorphic to the
additive group pkN ,`, 0q.
The group isomorphisms pkN , ‹T,a, 0q – pk
N ,‘V , 0q – pk
N , ‹B,a, 0q, are given by EXPj,a ˝LOGi,a,
i, j P tT,F,Bu which are homogeneous polynomials of degree degpwq, as shown in the com-
mutative diagram below
pkN , ‹‚i,a, 0q
LOG‚i,a ''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
// pkN , ‹‚j ,a, 0q
pkN ,`, 0q
EXP‚j,a
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
Remark 5.4. In the case of monotone and anti-monotone additive independence there is
no such isomorphism to the additive group, as they are not commutative.
Let us now assign to xi P rss
˚ the homogeneous degree degpxiq :“ i. Then kxx1, . . . , xsy
becomes an N-graded connected k-algebra.
The N-graded dual group, cf. also [23], is given by a co-product ∆h which is homogeneous
of degree 0 and a co-unit εh with εhpxiq “ 0 for i P rss and εhp1q “ 1. In particular we
have ∆hp1q “ 1 and
∆hpxiq “ xi ` yi `
ÿ
degpujq“i
αujuj , αuj P k.
The corresponding ‚-labelled convolution, indexed by h, is
‹‚,h :“ p´ ‚ ´q ˝∆h.
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Theorem 5.5. Let pkxx1, . . . , xsy`,∆h, 0q be an N-graded dual group. For each universal
product, pkxxx1, . . . , xsyy`, ‹‚,h, 0q is a homogeneous affine algebraic group, i.e. a pro-
unipotent group. The corresponding formal group law F‚,hpX,Y q,
F‚,hpX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw ` pQ‚hqwpXu, Yv, |u|, |v| ă |w|q
is given by homogeneous polynomials of weight σw “ degpwq.
For tensor, free and boolean independence it is commutative and isomorphic to the additive
group pkN,`, 0q.
Remark 5.6. The group laws can concretely be written down, as previously, however we
shall omit it here.
Proof. For w “ xi1 . . . xim we have
∆hpwq “ ∆pxi1q ¨ ¨ ¨∆pximq
“ pxi1 ` yi1 `
ÿ
|uν1 |“i1
αuν1uν1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxim ` yim `
ÿ
|uν1 |“im
αuνmuνmq
“ w ` w¯ `
ÿ
βw˜w˜
with βw˜ P k and degpw˜q “ degpwq, i.e. it is homogeneous of degree i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` im.
From this expression we obtain, analogously as in Propositions 3.2,3.3 and 3.4, the explicit
form of the group laws and the rest of the statements.
Definition 5.4. For f P pkN , ‹‚,h, 0q, w P rss
˚
`, the ‚h-cumulants, κ‚h , are given by
κ‚hpfqw :“ LOG‚hpfqw. (15)
Remark 5.7. The map LOG requires the choice of co-ordinates on the Lie algebra, for
which we shall use the Jacobian basis.
We are not restricted to finite N but can take the projective limit, which corresponds
to having kN instead. In fact, this follows from the properties which the exponential and
logarithm maps have for homogeneous Lie groups, cf. [[5], p. 50]. This also gives the
following general characterisation of ‚h-cumulants:
Theorem 5.8. 1. (Additivity) For tensor, free and boolean independence and f, g P
pkxxx1, . . . , xsyy`, ‹‚,h, 0q, the respective ‚h-cumulants satisfy:
κ‚hpf ‹‚h gqw “ κ‚hpfqw ` κ‚hpgqw
2. (Homogeneity) For λ P kˆ: κ‚hpδλσfqw “ λ
degpwqκ‚hpfqw holds,
3. (Pyramid shaped moment-cumulant formulæ) The relation between moments and
‚h-cumulants is given by
m‚hpfqw “ κ‚hpfqw ` pQ‚hqwpκ‚hpfqu,degpuq ă degpwqq
where pQ‚hqw is a homogeneous polynomial without constant term and which depends
on the independence chosen.
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Remark 5.9. The above statements constitute a Lie theoretic derivation of the discussion
F. Lehner [[23] p. 70] gives on the properties cumulants of additively independent random
variables have in the case of classical, boolean and free independence.
The right-translation with the Moebius-series (12), which by [30], Proposition 17.4, gives
the transformation from moments to free cumulants, i.e. the combinatorial cumulants is
according to (14) the R-transform. Its differential at the origin, in canonical co-ordinates,
is the identity which follows from differentiating the expression (17) with respect to the
Xw and evaluating at 0.
We can now relate the two notions of cumulants in the additive free case. It is understood
that the differential is evaluated at the identity of the group.
Proposition 5.10. For every f P kN, the ‘V -cumulants and the free cumulants κ are
related by a linear transformation, given by a lower-triangular matrix with unit diagonal,
i.e.
R “ dR ˝ LOG‘V , (16)
with the R-transform given in (14).
The above is equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram:
pkN,‘V , 0q
moments
LOG‘V

R // pkN,`, 0q
LOG`“idkN

pkN,`, 0q
‘V -cumulants
dR // pk
N,`, 0q
free-cumulants
Remark 5.11. Such a relation holds for the other notions of independence also.
5.2.2 Multiplicative case
In the multiplicative case we have the following statements.
Proposition 5.12. The formal group law corresponding to ‹T,m is
FT,mpX,Y qw “ Xw ` Yw `XwYw.
For the boxed convolution we have
Proposition 5.13 ([17]). Let s P Nˆ and w P rss˚`. The smooth affine groups ppG
s
`qnpkq,bq, p1s, 0q
are δλ-homogeneous with weights σw “ |w| ´ 1, for 2 ď |w| ď n. The representing formal
group law is given by p|w| ´ 1q-homogeneous polynomials
FwpX,Y q “ Xw ` Yw `
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
π‰0|w|,1|w|
Xw,π ¨ Yw,Kpπq. (17)
For s “ 1, it is commutative and for s ě 2, non-commutative.
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Proof. The demonstration of the above statement uses the basic identity
|π| ` |Kpπq| “ n` 1 for all π P NCpnq,
satisfied by every block of a non-crossing partition π and its Kreweras complement Kpπq.
For details, cf. [17]
Proposition 5.14. The relation between bV and b is given by
f bV g :“ pf ‚F gq ˝∆m “ f b Moebb g (18)
for all f, g P GspRq.
The above formula is a re-derivation of [Proposition 5.6, [17]], from the theory of co-groups
and universal products.
Theorem 5.15. R
ˇˇ
Gs`
pGs`pkq,bV , 1q Ñ pG
s
`pkq,b, p1s, 0qq is a group isomorphism.
The respective BCH-group laws ˝‘V and ˝‘ are equal up to a linear co-ordinate transfor-
mation with a lower-triangular matrix with unit diagonal. Further, the identity
EXPb ˝dR
ˇˇ
Gs`
˝ LOGbV “ R
ˇˇ
Gs`
.
holds.
The content of the above statements corresponds to the commutativity of the following
diagram:
pGs`pkq,bV , 1q
moments
LOGbV

R
ˇˇ
Gs` // pG
s
`pkq,b, p1s, 0qq
free cumulants
LOGb

pkN, ˝bV , 0q
bV -cumulants
dR
ˇˇ
Gs` //
pkN, ˝b, 0q
b-cumulants
of free cumulants
We see the simplification which occurs for bV when considering the corresponding formal
group law, e.g.
pf ˝bV gqi1i2i3 “ fi1i2i3 b 1` 1b gi1i2i3 ` fi1i2 b gi2i3 ` fi1i3 b gi1i2 ` fi2i3 b gi1i3
which is homogeneous of degree 2, if assigning degree |w| ´ 1 to Xw, but not symmetric.
Remark 5.16. For s “ 1, the map LOGb does indeed linearise the problem as shown
in [26] and [15, 17]. But this is not true for s ě 2, as proved in [17].
The notion of cumulants always depends on the group law chosen, and it is unique up to
a linear transformation with a (lower-) triangular matrix with unit diagonal.
The representation theory of the multiplicative convolution groups in free probability is
that of pro-unipotent groups [16, 17]. In the algebraic category it is given by upper-
triangular matrices with unit diagonal and Borel matrices [16, 17]. Alternative, more
analytic approaches, cf. e.g. [6], we shall develop elsewhere.
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We close by synthesising the relations free Lie algebras, the shuffle product and unipotent
group schemes have, cf. [5, 6, 10, 28, 31, 36]. For fixed integers m ě 2 and r ě 1, let fm,r
denote the free Lie algebra generated by m elements x1, . . . , xm and nilpotent of step
r.
The shuffle Hopf algebra pkxx1, . . . , xny,,∆bq, where  denotes the shuffle product
and ∆b the deconcatenation co-product, defines an universal unipotent group scheme.
Namely, according to A. Pianzola’s Theorem [31] every algebraic unipotent group is the
quotient of it by a Hopf ideal for n large enough.
The following relations hold:
fm,d
L
ideal

pkxx1, . . . , xny,,∆bq
L
Hopf ideal
"
finite dim. nilpotent
Lie algebras
*
equivalence
of categories
//
"
unipotent
algebraic groups
*
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